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ABSTRACT

We introduce a general framework to deterministically construct bi
nary measurement matrices for compressed sensing. The proposed
matrices are composed of (circulant) permutation submatrix blocks
and zero submatrix blocks, thus making their hardware realization
convenient and easy. Firstly, using the famous Johnson bound for
binary constant weight codes, we derive a new lower bound for the
coherence of binary matrices with uniform column weights. After
wards, a large class of binary base matrices with coherence asymp
totically achieving this new bound are presented. Finally,by choos
ing proper rows and columns from these base matrices,we construct
the desired measurement matrices with various sizes and they show
empirically comparable performance to that of the corresponding
Gaussian matrices.
Index Terms- Compressed sensing, deterministic measure
ment matrix,coherence,Johnson bound, Welch bound.
1. INTRODUCTION

Compressed sensing (CS) [1,2] is a novel sampling technique
that samples sparse signals at a rate far lower than the Nyquist
Shannon rate. Consider a k-sparse signal x E IR.n with at most k
nonzero entries, if we make a linear sampling y = Ax of x with the
measurement matrix A E IR.mx n, where m < n, then x could be
recovered by solving an l'l-minimization problem [3] or by a greedy
algorithm such as orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [4]. Actual
ly,if A satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) [3] of order k
with enough small ° < 0: < 1, signals with sparsity O ( k ) can be
exactly recovered by l'l-minimization or OMP [5,pp. 26],where 0:
denotes the restricted isometry constant of A.
Many random matrices, such as the Gaussian matrices, have
been proved to satisfy RIP of order k with high probability if k ::;
O( m/ log ( n/ k)) [6]. However,there is no guarantee that a specific
realization of a random matrix works and some random matrices re
quire lots of storage space. In contrast,a deterministic matrix is often
generated on the fly and RIP could be verified definitely. Therefore,
deterministic measurement matrices are often preferable in practice.
The coherence J.l(A) of a deterministic matrix A is often exploit
ed to prove RIP since 0: ::; ( k - 1)J.l(A) [7], where
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Recently,binary deterministic matrices have been introduced in
to compressed sensing due to their simplicity [8,9,10,11,12,13,14,
15]. For example,let q be a prime power,DeVore proposed a class of
l
binary (before column normalization) l x q + matrices satisfying
RIP of order k < q/r+ 1, where 1 < r < q is a constant integer [8].
By using the codewords of orthogonal optical codes as the columns
of matrices, Amini et af. constructed a class of binary measurement
matrices [9]. In [13], the incidence matrices of several packing de
signs based on finite geometry are applied into compressed sensing.
These matrices have relatively low coherence and show empirically
good performance in compressed sensing.
However, many of them are often based on Galois fields (GF),
thus having restrictions to the numbers of rows'. Recently,utilizing
the parallel structure of Euclidean geometry, we proposed a class of
binary measurement matrices with a bit more flexible sizes [16]. In
this paper, we introduce more such matrices. In particular, we focus
on the binary matrix H with a constant column weight. By viewing
the columns of H as codewords of a constant weight code [17, p
p. 523-531], we derive a new lower bound for its coherence J.l(H)
with the help of the famous Johnson bound [18], which improves
the traditional Welch bound [19]. Then we present a subclass of bi
nary (often quasi-cyclic) matrices asymptotically achieving this new
bound and some examples from structural low-density parity-check
(LDPC) codes [20] are given. Based on these matrices, a gener
al framework is proposed to obtain practical measurement matrices
with various sizes. Finally, simulations show that the proposed ma
trices perform comparably to,sometimes even better than,the corre
sponding Gaussian matrices.
r

2. MAIN RESULTS
2.1. Coherence of Binary Matrices

In this part, we analyze the coherence of binary matrices which
have uniform column weights "Y > 1.
Firstly, some preliminaries are presented. For any matrix H E
{O, l}mxn, there is a Tanner graph GH [21] corresponding to H.
GH is a bipartite graph comprised of n variable nodes labelled by
the elements of I = {I, 2, . . . ,n},m check nodes labelled by the
elements of J = {I, 2, . . . ,m } , and the edge set E � {(i,j) : i E
I, j E J}, where there is an edge (i,j) E E if and only if hji = 1.
The girth g( H) of H or GH is defined as the minimum length of
cycles in GH. Girth is always an even number not smaller than 4. H
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is said to be b, p)-regular if H has uniform column weight "I and
uniform row weight p.
A binary matrix H with uniform column weight "I can be viewed
as a collection of codewords (as columns of H) of certain binary con
stant weight codes. An (m, d, "I) constant weight code C is a set of
binary vectors of length m, weight "I and minimum distance d, where
d is always an even number. Let A(m, d, "I) be the largest number of
codewords in any (m, d, "I) constant weight codes,A( m, d, "I) could
be bounded by the famous Johnson bound [ IS]:

A(m,26",'Y)::;

m m-l
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"I -"1- 1
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The equality in (4) achieves if and only if A is an equiangular tight
frame (ETF), i.e., A should satisfy the following 3 conditions: (a) the
columns of A have unit norm, (b) the rows ofA are orthogonal with
equal norm, and (c) the inner products between any two different
columns of A are equal in modulus [22]. Therefore, for any binar /
matrix H with uniform column weight "I > 1, the rows of H will
not be orthogonal, thus the WeIch bound (4) could not be achieved.
In the following, we analyze the coherence of binary matrices
by the Johnson bound. Consider the binary m x n matrix H with
uniform column weight "I> 0, suppose the maximum inner product
of any two columns of H is A > 0, then H has coherence J.l(H) =
In particular, when H has girth g( H) > 4, any two distinct
columns of H have at most one pair of common' l' at the same row,
i.e.,A =1, we have

�.

(5)

By viewing the column vectors of H as the codewords of an
constant weight code C, then d =2"1 - 2A. From the
Johnson bound (3), we have the following fact.

(m, d, "I)

Lemma 1. For any binary matrix H E {O, l}mxn with uniform
column weight "I > 1, maximum inner product ° < A < "I of any
two distinct columns, m, n, "I and A should satisfy:

m m-l
m-A
(6)
n ::; l l _
l 'Y A j jj
-;y 'Y l
In particular, when H has girth g(H) > 4, we can obtain an
explicit lower bound for the coherence of H.
Theorem 1. Let H E {O, l}mxn be a binary matrix with uniform
column weight "I > 1, girth g(H) > 4 and coherence J.l(H) =1= 0,
·

·

·

-

·

·

·

2.2. A Subclass of Asymptotically Optimal Binary Matrices in
Terms of Coherence

,

where lxj denotes the largest integer no larger than x.
Traditionally,the coherence of a matrix is bounded by the WeIch
bound [19]:

1
J.l(H) = -.
"I

Similar to the 10hnson bound, (7) could be achieved.
For example, let H be the point-line incidence matrix (rows of H
corresponding to the points and columns to the lines) of the Eu
clidean plane E G(2,q), whereq is a prime power. H is a(q,q+ 1)
regular matrix with the size l x (l +q), g(H) =6, and it is easy
to verify that (7) is achieved, see [16} for more details of H and its
application to compressed sensing.

Remark 2.

In this part, we show a subclass of binary matrices with coher
ence asymptotically achieving the lower bound (7). Later on, they
will be used to obtain the desired measurement matrices with various
sizes and empirically good performance.
Consider an82 x82 base matrix as follows

H = [Hi,j], 1 ::; i,j::; 8,
(S)
where 8> 1 and Hi,j E {O, l}"xS is either a permutation block or
s
a zero block 0 = {oy x . A permutation block B E {O, l} s xs is
a square matrix with each row and each column having exactly one
element' 1'. If B is also cyclic,then B is called a circulant permuta
tion block. Each [Hi,l' Hi,2, ...,Hi,s] (or [Hf,;,Hi,;, ...,H;'j]T)
of H is called a row-block (or column-block) of H. H satisfies the
following two properties.
•

H is larger than 4,i.e., g(H) > 4.
Remark 3. The82 x82 base matrix H has coherence J.l(H) = s� t'
According to Theorem 1, the (nonzero) coherence of any 82 x 82
binary matrix with uniform column weight "I > 1 and girth larger
•

2n
n+ Vn2 +4mn(m-1)
Proof When g(H) > 4 and J.l(H) =1= 0, A = 1. By
l� l'.';-=-1 jj ::; ,:;�:;'.--N, (7) follows since J.l(H) = �.

J.l(H) >
-

(7)
(6), n <
D

By a simple deduction, it is easy to see that (7) is always
tighter than the Welch bound (4) if m < n. In addition, throughout
this paper, we call the binary matrix with uniform column weight
"I> 0, girth 9 > 4 and coherence J.l =1= ° (asymptotically) optimal
if the coherence of this matrix (asymptotically) achieves the lower
bound (7).

Remark 1.

2
Binary 0-1 matrices are mainly discussed here and all the discussions
and conclusions in this paper only apply to binary 0-1 matrices.

(P2) The girth of

than 4 has the lower bound

1

�

+
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t 2: ° is a small constant, the coherence of the base matrix

asymptotically optimal.

Since

H is

In addition,for some submatrices of the base matrices,their co
herences are also asymptotically optimal. LetAb,8, t) be a "18 x82
submatrix of the base matrix H by simply choosing the first "I row
blocks of H, i.e.,

·

then

(P I) Every column-block of H has exactly t zero blocks, so
does each row-block ,i.e., H is (8- t,8- t)-regular, where
°::; t « 8 is a small constant.

(9)
[Hi,j], 1 ::; i::; "I::; 8, 1 ::; j::; 8.
Suppose "I =C8, where ° < C < 1 is a constant such

Ab,8, t)
Remark 4.

£

that C8 is an integer. When t = 0, A(C8,8, 0 ) is a (c8,8)-regular
matrix with coherence J.(l A(C8,8, 0)) = -;}s. According to (7), for
any binaryC82 x82 matrix with uniform column weight, girth larger
than 4 and nonzero coherence, its coherence has the lower bound
Therefore, the submatrix
c : +0.25-C --+ -;}s if 8 --+ 00.
05+
2 2

V

A(C8,8, 0 ) is also asymptotically optimal in terms of coherence.

In the following,we review several examples of satisfactory base
matrices from structured (often quasi-cyclic) LDPC codes.

Let H = H(q,q), where q is an odd prime
and H(q,q) is the binary matrix defined in (7) in [24} with r =q.
2
2
Then HE {O, l}q xq is a (q,q)-regular base matrix with t =0.

Example 1 ( [23,24]).

Let H = H(1)(q,q, 0 ), where q is a prime
power and H(l)(q,q, 0) is the parity-check matrix of a first class of
B-1 based LDPC code proposed in [25, Section lll.A}. Then H E
2
2
{O,I}q xq is a(q,q)-regular base matrix witht=O.
Example 2 ( [25, 26]).
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Let GF(q) = {a-OO =0, 000 =
...,aq-2} be a Galois
field with primitive element a. Establish a one-to-one (q
I)-fold
correspondence between the elements in GF(q) and the matrices

1,00,

-

P

{O, I}(q-l)X(q-l) as follows:

E

•
•

0 is mapped to the zero block 0 = {O}(q-l)X(q-l);
i
a is mapped to a circulant permutation block P; , where
-l
0::; i::; q 2,

-

0
0
P 1
q-

1
0

0

1

0
0
(10)

0
0

1

0
0

1
0

(q-l)x(q-l)

P; denotes the i-th power of P 1 and Pg 1 � I 1 is the
qq-l
identity matrix of order q

-1.
L

In the following Examples 3 and 4,we obtain the base matrix H
by firstly constructing a matrix
E GF(q)(q-l)X(q-l) based on the
Latin square and then replacing each element in with a circulant
permutation block or a zero block P E {O, I}(q-l)X(q-l).

L

An Latin square of order n is an n x n matrix with
distinct symbols, each of which occurrs exactly once in each row
and exactly once in each column.

Definition 1.
n

Let (3 be a nonzero element in GF(q) and
LRS((3) be the following Reed-Solomon codes based (cyclic) Latin
square of order q- lover GF(q) \ {-(3}
00-(3
l
aq_--; � (3
1-(3
LRS((3) =
:
1-(3=
00-(3
�:=:
Expand LRs((3) by replacing each entry with a circulant permu
tation block or a zero block according to the (q - I)-fold corre
spondence, and then we could get a quasi-cyclic base matrix H
{O,I}(q-l)2X(q-l)2 with t = 1. Note that no matter which nonze
ro (3 is chosen, there is exactly one 0 in each row and exactly one
in each column of LRs((3). Therefore, the resulting H is a (q 2, q-2)-regular matrix. Finally, as there are q-1 nonzero elements
(3 GF(q), there will be q-1 such Latin squares LRs((3) and thus
q-1 such base matrices H.
([29]). Let (3 be any nonzero element in GF(q) and
£((3) = W be the Latin square of order q over GF(q) in [29, E
quation (11)] with (3 = Choose the following (q-1) x (q-1)
submatrix L((3) of £((3), L((3) =
(3-00
(3
00(3- aq-2
;(3--\ 00(3- a
Example 3 ( [27,28,29]).

r

Algorithm 1 Deterministic Construction of Binary Measuremen
t Matrices with Various Sizes
Input: Matrix size m and n.
mxn.
Output: A binary measurement matrix A E {O, I}
Steps:

(1) Base matrix construction: construct several classes of 82 x 82
base matrices satisfying (P I) and (P2) with t « 8.
(2) Base matrix selection: choose an 32 x 32 matrix H among these
base matrices such that 3 2: Vn and (m/3 t ) is as large as possible.
(3) Extra elements deletion: remove the last 32 - m rows and the
last 32 - n columns of H and output the resulting submatrix asA .

-

For any measurement matrix A
structed by Algorithm 1, we have
Theorem 2.

:

� 1·

E

o

E

Example 4

r

In this part, we give the general framework to deterministically
construct binary measurement matrices, see Algorithm 1. Note that
in the second step of Algorithm 1,we choose the 32 x 32 base matrix
H in such a way as to make the resultingA have the smallest coher
ence. In practice, for the proposed construction, we often require
m » Vn, thus the outputted matrix will have small coherence and
empirically good performance. For example,m scales linearly with
n, i.e.,m = cn, where 0 < c <
is a constant. See the following
Theorem 2 for a formalized explanation.

1

�

0

2.3. General Framework of Matrix Constructions

'fJ.

aq-2

-aq-2

1

(3-1 aq-2(3- a
aq-2 (3 -aq-2
Expand L((3) according to the (q- l)jold correspondence. In this
way, we obtain a quasi-cyclic and (q-2, q-2)-regular base matrix
H {O,I}(q_l)2X(q_l)2 with t = 1.
([25, 26]). Let q be a prime power. Let H = H(2) (q1,q- 1, 0 ), where H(2) (q-1,q-1,0) is the parity-check matrix
of a second class of B-J based LDPC code proposed in [25, Section
Ill.B]. Then H
{O,I}(q-l)2X(q-l)2 is a quasi-cyclic and (q 2, q-2)-regular base matrix with t = 1.
E

Example 5

E

j.t(A )::;
where'Y

E

1
-t ,

-

'Y

{O, l}mxn con
(11)

= l z;. J, 0 ::; t « 3 is afixed integer.

Proof According to (P I), the minimum possible column weight of
A is'Y t. From (P2),the inner product of any two columns ofA is

-

at most 1. By (1), (11) follows directly.

D

As stated in Remark 4, when 'Y =!'l
C 3, n = 32
t
and t = 0, the binary matrix A(C 3, 3,0) outpu ted by Algorithm
1 is asymptotically optimal in terms of coherence. In other cases,
the structure (and thus the coherence) of the resulting matrixA with
2
m = en and n = 3 is very close to that of A(C 3, 3, 0 ). Moreover,
removing columns of a measurement matrix will not deteriorate it
s empirical performance. Therefore, it is reasonable to conjecture
that the measurement matrices obtained by Algorithm 1 will often
perform well in practice and this will be verified by the following
experimental results.
Remark 5.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the following simulations, for each measurement matrix A
and each k-sparse signal x, we conduct an experiment using M =
1000 Monte Carlo trials. In the i-th trial, a relative recovery error
ei = Ilx* - x112/llx112 is computed, where x* denotes the recovered
signal. If ei ::;
we declare this recovery to be "perfect ".
Finally, an average percentage of perfect recovery over the M trials
is obtained and shown as a point in the figures.
At first, we give an example to show the empirical effectiveness
for the base matrix selecting strategy in the second step of Algo
rithm 1. Suppose only one class of base matrices are constructed
in the first step, such as the base matrices in Example 3, and now
we want to construct a 100 x 300 binary measurement matrix. S
ince V3i5O = 7. 32, we can set q to be 9,23 ,or even larger prime
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0.001,

1

1

power. The OMP recovery performance of the desired measurement
matrices obtained by setting q = 19, q = 23 and the Gaussian ma
trix CRnd') with the same size are shown in Fig. 1. It is clear that

'"

j§'
c:

�

£
1:�
8
&.
"

�
Q.

Let q = 61 in Example 1 and q = 64 in Example 2-5. For each
Example 1-5, construct 3 matrices with sizes 450 x 3500, 500 x
3600, and 550 x 3700. See Fig. 3 for their empirical performance.
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Fig. 1. Empirical performance of the 100 x 300 measurement ma
trices obtained by Example 3 by setting q = 19 and q = 23 and the
corresponding Gaussian random matrix under OMP recovery.

the matrix based on Example 3 with q = 19 is better than that with
q = 23, which agrees with the base matrix choosing strategy in the
second step of Algorithm I.
In the following, we consider several binary measurement ma
trices based on the base matrices in Examples 1-5,see Fig. 2 for the
empirical performance of these matrices with small sizes and Fig. 3
for that of matrices with larger sizes.
Let q = 31 in Example 1, q = 32 in Examples 2-5, fJ = 1 in
Examples 3 and 4. For each Example 1-5,construct 3 measurement
matrices with sizes 190x940, 225x950, and 260x960 by removing
the last extra rows and columns from the 5 different base matrices.
See Fig. 2 for their empirical performance and the corresponding
Gaussian matrices.
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Sparsity Order: k

140

Fig. 3. Empirical performance of the proposed measurement matri
ces and the corresponding Gaussian matrices with sizes 450 x 3500,
500 x 3600, and 550 x 3700 (the three curve bundles from left to
right,respectively) under OMP recovery.

In Figs. 2 and 3, all of the proposed matrices perform as well
as, sometimes even better than, the corresponding Gaussian matri
ces. In addition, it is easy to see that the matrices from Example 1
often perform slightly better than those from Example 2-5 due to the
specific matrix sizes. Simple computations on the upper bounds of
coherence (according to Theorem 2) show that each coherence upper
bound of the six matrices obtained by Example 1 is smaller than (or
sometimes equal to) that of other examples. This also agrees with
the base matrix selecting strategy in the second step of Algorithm 1.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

This paper has introduced a general framework to deterministi
cally construct binary measurement matrices with various sizes and
empirically good performance. In particular,some of them are also
shown to be asymptotically optimal according to a new lower bound
of coherence derived with the help of the famous Johnson bound.
Moreover,these matrices are binary,sparse,and mostly quasi-cyclic,
which will benefit the hardware implementation.
This paper mainly focuses on binary matrices with girth larger
than 4. However,as has been indicated by Lu [10],some empirical
ly even better binary matrices lie in the region of girth 9 = 4. In
2
2
addition, a (q + 1) x q( q + 1) binary measurement matrix with
uniform column weight 'Y = q + 1 and A = 2 (thus girth 9 = 4) has
been proposed in [13]. It is easy to verify that this matrix achieves
the Johnson bound and Equation (6) in this paper and they are al
so shown to perform empirically well in [13]. As a result, it will
be interesting to carry out some theoretical analysis explicitly on
binary matrices with 9 = 4 and construct more such (asymptotical
ly) optimal matrices which may show perhaps better performance in
practice.

Fig. 2. Empirical performance of the proposed measurement ma
trices and the corresponding Gaussian random matrices with sizes
190 x 940, 225 x 950, and 260 x 960 (the three curve bundles from
left to right,respectively) under OMP recovery.
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